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Topics Summary
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Why become a QME?
Becoming & Staying a QME
Being Chosen as a QME or AME
How you define a quality QME/AME report?
What makes a QME/AME report erroneous?
Physician/Claims/Attorney interactions
Causation & Apportionment
AMA Guides Impairment Ratings

Why Become
a QME?

• Mentally stimulating
• Value to referral sources
• Increases medical-legal expertise
• Revenue generation to support practice
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• Qualified medical evaluator process
https://www.dir.ca.gov/dwc/MedicalUnit/QME_page.html

The QME
Process

• QME exam
o Exam Packet
https://www.dir.ca.gov/dwc/MedicalUnit/ExamPacket.pdf

o Exam application

https://www.dir.ca.gov/dwc/FORMS/QMEForms/QMEForm100.pdf

• DWC generates random list of three QMEs
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Educational
Materials

• DWC Physician’s Guide to Medical Practice in
the California Workers' Compensation System
• DWC Physician Education
o QME Medical Evaluators
o Medical Treatment Utilization Schedule (MTUS)
o Competency Examination Study Guide
https://www.dir.ca.gov/dwc/MedicalUnit/QMEStudyGuide.pdf
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• Opening and closing office

Administrative
Rules
Governing
QMEs

• Scheduling QME appointments (within 60 days)
• Issuing timely reports
o Comprehensive Medical Legal Evaluation (within 30 days)
o Supplemental Medical Legal Evaluation (within 60 days)

• Placing QME status as unavailable/inactive
• QME continuing education requirements
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• Common reasons complaint filed

QME
Complaints,
Noncompliance
& Discipline

o
o
o
o

Injured worker not treated professionally
Billing issues
Discrimination
Waiting time

• QME Discipline
https://www.dir.ca.gov/dwc/MedicalUnit/discipline.html

• Results of noncompliance & discipline
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Components
of a Complete
QME Report

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The date of the examination
The history of the injury
The patient’s complaints
The patient’s medical history
Findings on examination
A diagnosis
A listing of all information received
Opinions on nature, extent, and duration of
disability and work limitations, if any
9. Cause of injury & cause of disability
10. Treatment indicated
11. If Permanent & Stationary; opinions (+ reasons) on
o
o
o
o

Permanent Disability
Apportionment
Future Medical Care needs
Impairment rating per the AMA Guides 5th Edition
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Becoming the
Chosen QME

• Providing a quality QME report
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• Clarity in reporting

Characteristics
of a Quality
QME

• Issues addressed
• Complete (versus significant omissions)
• Supportable conclusions
• Timeliness in responding/reporting
• Treating the IW with dignity and respect
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• Appropriate P&S date

Characteristic
s of Quality
Reporting

• Level of disability fits injury and findings
• Proper Causation & Apportionment
• Correct standard AMA Guides Rating
• Reasonable Almaraz Guzman Rating
(i.e., the most accurate impairment rating)
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What is Poor
Quality
Reporting?

• Inadequate, vague or erroneous history of
injury and past medical history
• Pertinent medical records missed or not
reportedly accurately
• Relying on erroneous medical reports
• Reliance on ghost written review of records
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• Confusing IW credibility with reporting
“quality”

What is Poor
Quality
Reporting?

o Low IQ or educational level
o Language barrier issues
o Chronic pain behavior (versus malingering)

• Physician bias & disrespect re: injured worker
o
o
o
o
o
o

Age
Gender
Race
Educational level
Body habitus
Personal hygiene
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• Inadequate exam, not examined or nonquantified physical examination

Erroneous
QME
Physical
Examination

• Body part examined improperly (not AMA
Guides compliant) or not at all
• Proper tools not utilized or not correctly
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Not being
Chosen as
the QME

• Physician lack of WC QME skills
• Reputation for high volume, outrageous, biased
& low-quality reports
• Physician unknown to the concerned parties
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• History of quality & timely reporting
• Physician well-known to the concerned parties

Increase
number of
QMEs

• Billing integrity
• More offices = more referrals
• List in more than one specialty
o PMR & Pain
o IM & Subspecialty
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Responding to Inquiries
While claims examiners &
attorney have a right to ask
questions, with few
exceptions, the tone of the
query (letter or deposition)
may “spook” the doctor and
raise his or her hackles and
generate negative responses –
Don’t overreact!
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Physician &
Medical Office
Etiquette

• Polite and responsive office staff
• Timely appointments and response to letters
• Timely report writing/sending report
• Avoid nasty verbiage in response to letters
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• Communication/interaction style

Physician
Etiquette

• Are you perceived as a problem solver?
• Do your reports get cases settled?
• Social and other interactions
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• Substantial Medical Evidence

Critical
Concepts in
Quality QME
Reporting

• P&S / MMI date
• Causation of injury
• Apportionment: cause of the disability
• Future Medical Care
• WPI: the most accurate impairment rating
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P&S / MMI

• Permanent & Stationary (P&S) / Maximal
Medical Improvement (MMI)
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Substantial
Medical
Evidence
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Causation of Injury ≠ Causation of Disability

24
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Causation of
Injury
AOE/COE

•

Causation of an injury refers to the
reasons why the injury occurred

•

All that is required is that the employment
be one of the contributing causes without
which the injury would not have occurred

•

The “1% rule”
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Apportionment

What is the
Cause of the
Disability?

• Apportionment is to the cause of disability
which refers to the reasons why the worker is
unable to do certain things (activities of daily
living) - a separate concept from why an
accident occurred in the first place
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What is the
Cause of the
Disability?
Apportionment
Escobedo vs. Marshalls
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• Defendant has the burden of proving
apportionment

Apportionment

• A statement of apportionment by the doctor
without supporting evidence is worthless
• AME does not get a pass
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Apportionment
to the Cause of
the Disability

• Specific or cumulative injury
• Prior injuries or illnesses (industrial &
nonindustrial)
• Nonindustrial factors
• BUT the factor must contribute to the
disability

Apportionment

• John Smith is a 40-year-old gentleman with a
negative PMH who works as a Laborer. He
bends over at works to lift and pull and heavy
object and gets a severe pain in his low back
going down his right leg. He is found to have a
right-sided disc herniation at L5S1, +SLR,
decreased ankle reflex and a positive EMG.
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Apportionment Is Not to the Cause of the Injury

Apportionment
Pitfall

• A worker forgets to take his antiseizure medicine
and sustains a spinal injury in a fall from a ladder at
work secondary to a seizure.
• While the cause of the injury is due to the seizure,
the cause of the disability is the fall from the
scaffolding at work; i.e., the disability is 100%
industrial.

Apportionment is NOT to the
impairment

Apportionment
Pitfall
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Apportionment is NOT to the impairment

Apportionment
Pitfall

Apportionment
Pitfall

•

A worker sustained a remote spinal injury in a fall and
underwent an L5-S1 laminectomy with complete
resolution of symptoms.

•

Over the next 20 years he worked in a physically
demanding job.

•

At age 55, he suffered a lumbar straining injury at work
which has left him limited to Light Work and an inability to
return to his job.

•

His impairment is a Lumbar DRE III with a 10% WPI which
is 100% related to the remote spinal surgery.

•

His disability is primarily related to the recent lumbar
straining injury.

Risk Factors
• No apportionment to a risk factor (obesity,
diabetes, DJD, heart disease, etc.) unless
the risk factor contributes to the disability
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Apportionment

Apportionment

Risk Factors
• Jack Sommers is a 55-year-old exogenously
obese laborer who denies prior knee
problems when he suffers a work-related fall
onto his knee.

• Conditions/factors may not have been
known or even disabling previously but if
they contribute to the cause of the disability,
apportionment is indicated
• A preexisting condition can only be
apportioned to if it contributes to the
disability
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Simple
Apportionment
Question

Apportionment

• What portion of the disability was
caused by the work injury/exposure
and what portion was caused by
other factors?

• DWC 2019 Conference
• Apportionment
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Future
Medical
Care

• Address future medical care needs
• Do not address disputed issues unless
asked

• AMA Guides 5th Edition

Whole Person
Impairment
(WPI)
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“Standard”
AMA Guides
Impairment
Rating

Almaraz
Guzman
Standard

• The QME must provide a WPI Using
any Chapter, Table or Method using
the AMA Guides 5th Edition that most
accurately reflects the injured worker’s
impairment
o Regular or standard rating
o Almaraz/Guzman II Analysis – if the regular or
standard rating does not capture the extent of
the injured workers disability (ADL deficits) (not
the most accurate), may rate by analogy to
provide the Most Accurate Impairment Rating

•

Provide most accurate impairment rating

•

Must stay within 4 corners of AMA Guides

•

Any Table, Chapter or Method

•

Not to be used to achieve a desired result
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• Why is standard rating not accurate?

Almaraz
Guzman
Analysis

• Must provide sufficient evidence and
reasoning to rebut the standard rating
• Why is the alternate condition rating more
accurate?
• Opinion must be substantial medical
evidence (not conclusionary) within a
reasonable degree of medical probability
– i.e., must explain with facts!

• Do not have to be a QME
• Cannot list yourself as an “AME”

AME
Designation

• AME: When applicant and defense
agree on a single evaluator
• “IME” – WCAB Judge selected QME
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• History of quality & timely reporting
• Special expertise in the area of
concern

AME: Who
Gets Picked?

• Trusted by both applicant and defense
• Reputation for “telling it like it is”
• Change opinion with new information

•

Services, Space & Equipment
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Support &
Billing
•

Phone calls
Appointment setup & changes
Receipt and cataloging of medical records/radiographs
Medical records sorting and review
Report set-up
Staff-patient interactions
Rooming
Pre-exam testing
Historian
Equipment and supplies
Report quality assurance
Report distribution to concerned parties

Support
o In-office
o Outside QME-support companies

•

Billing
o QME = $250/hour
o AME = $312.50/hour
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Summary

• How to be Chosen as a QME
& How to Get to AME Status
o Understanding and following QME rules
o Quality & timely reporting
o Physician & medical office etiquette
o Becoming trusted and well known

stevenfeinberg@hotmail.com

Thank you for participating in today’s webinar. At
the conclusion of this call you will receive an email
with a link to a post-webinar questionnaire.
You will need to complete this questionnaire in
order to receive CME for this webinar.
This webinar presentation can be downloaded at
www.woema.org
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